
DELPHIN PRO
AdBlue® Fuel transfer kit

Trolley
The sturdy tubular 
trolley frame can 
handle two different 
barrel sizes 60L or 
200L drums. 

The universal ISO connector:
The screw on filling fitting is perfectly designed 
for tight connection conditions. An overcharge 
of the AdBlue/DEF tank/vehicle will be denied 
by the sensor-controlled filling adapter. Dripping 
after removing the Delphin PRO is effectively 
prevented by a filling head with a patented 
automatic shutdown. 

Safe and uncomplicated refueling of cars and transporters with AdBlue®

The mobile AdBlue/DEF fueling set Delphin PRO is developed for a fast, safe and uncomplicated 
refueling of cars and light commercial vehicles. Special attention was paid to a simple and self-ex-
planatory operation. The filling & operation is starting with an on/off switch and a start button. The 
fully automatic operation of the unit eliminates the need for a costly product training

Delphin PRO with 200 liter barrel*

Technical Data: Art. Nr.: 81610P
Grid connection 230 V/50 Hz and Schuko plug Weight 48 kg 

Max. Output Level 1: 3l/min Level 2: 10l/min Hose Lenght 2 m

Display electronic, multi languages Drum Adapter AF2 with 56x4 thread – 1” BSP

Counter max. 6 Digits, not calibrateable Size height: 120 cm length: 83 cm 
width: 80 cm (200l) 64 cm (60l)

Accuracy ± 1% Drum space 60 Liter und 200 liter-barrel

* supply without barrel
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DELPHIN PRO

�"Closed System" 
The AdBlue/DEF filling set Delphin PRO 
is a completely sealed system. The 
escaping air during the filling of the 
vehicle tank will be vacuumed back via 
an airtight seal into the discharge tube. 
From here forwarded back into the 
AdBlue/DEF barrel. Therefore a 
contamination of the ambient 
air/environment or the vehicle interior 
with AdBlue/DEF gases is avoided.

This new system meets all professional requirements of garages an car workshops. It is easy to 
handle an allows a safe filing with AdBlue®. Delphin PRO consists of a stable tubular frame where 
the barrels can be installed easily. The car will be automatically filled by pressing the start button.

Fast and automatic refilling
Delphin PRO is extremely easy to use because 
it is fully automatic. All you have to do is turn 
Delphin PRO on and start the fluid dispensing.
Once the tank is full, Delphin PRO automati-
cally stops dispensing at precisely the right 
moment.

Delphin PRO with 60 liter barrel*

* supply without barrel

for a fast, safe and uncomplicated refueling of cars and light commercial vehicles

whe
els can rotate 360° 

flo

w rate 3 or max. 10l/m
in

Delphin PRO with 60 liter barrel*

*

*also available in a battery driven version
(one battery load is suffi cient for 50 fi llings)


